Detection and classification of progressive supranuclear palsy from MRI images using deep learning
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Abstract: A timely and reliable computer aided MR image-based evaluations is required for the detection and classification of progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP). It is a neurodegenerative ailment that is clinically difficult to identify due to a high degree of overlap in characterized symptoms. Unlike other ailments, the primary constraint regarding PSP is the limited research work in this area. The main aim of our study is to establish a generalized model by comparing traditional custom convolutional neural network and transfer learning models such as DenseNet121, ResNet50, InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0, Xception, MobileNet and InceptionResNetV2 which are fine tuned for the detection and classification of PSP with higher accuracy rates. Existing research has primarily focused on reducing the time complexity of neural networks and has only had success with low-level features. Furthermore, obtaining a significant volume of distributed labelled data is difficult. In our research, 125 T1 protocol based high resolution MRI images of 65 PSP and 60 normal control patients were considered. The image dataset is preprocessed, normalized, and augmented before deploying them to the respective networks. The results propose that 'InceptionResNetV2' model can be considered as a generalized model for the detection and classification of PSP. The network offered a classification accuracy of 95%, precision of 100%, sensitivity of 92.8%, F1 score of 96.2% and a specificity of 100% which is significantly higher compared to other models considered in the study and the existing conventional ML models, thereby providing a prerequisite for significant diagnostic implementation.
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1. Introduction

Progressive supranuclear palsy is a neurological ailment caused primarily by tau-protein deposition because of neuron degeneration (Hauw et al., 1994; Dickson, 2011) in influential regions in brain, including the brainstem as well as the cortical regions (Dickson et al., 2010; Schofield et al., 2011). In 1964, Richardson syndrome, a mobility disease linked to PSP, was first described. There have been no viable treatments for this progressively fatal illness since then (Lamb et al., 2016). The commonly diagnosed characteristics at the beginning of the disease were gait problems, problems confined to multitasking and planning, bradykinesia, ataxic, spastic, and lack of coordination in speech, subtle character changes (disinhibition), cognitive slowing, dysphagia, and ailments in ocular movement leading to difficulty in reading and opening of eyelid (Williams & Lees, 2009). It has always been difficult to distinguish PSP symptoms from atypical parkinsonism symptoms based on clinical criteria at the time of onset. This is due to two factors: a considerable overlap in symptoms which point to atypical Parkinsonism that hasn’t been fully developed (Aerts et al., 2011; Berg et al., 2015). Clinical evaluations along with MRI evaluation of the brain give higher prediction precision to distinguish PSP compared to normal clinical evaluation (Aerts et al., 2015; Meijer et al., 2011). This method includes most modern MRI techniques like FMRI (functional MRI) and diffusion weighted imaging. The improved MRI acquisition techniques help in better evaluations and estimations of atrophies in the brain thereby detecting different atypical parkinsonism (Helmich et al., 2012; Hotter et al., 2009; Meijer et al., 2013; Seppi & Poewe, 2010; Weingarten 2015). In some cases, positron emission tomography is combined with MRI (Koga et al., 2016) and unlike commercial applications where the magnetic field lie within a range of 3 Tesla, higher magnetic fields are used in the field of research thereby yielding higher resolution, producing distinct concentrations in the tissues (Blazejewska et al., 2013; Schwarz et al., 2014) acquisitions for better predictions.

The morphological abnormalities featured in the mid-brain have always proved to be an important biological marker for clinical diagnosis (Massey et al., 2013; Quattrone et al., 2008; Schulz et al.,1999). These morphological midbrain atrophies are treated as biological markers. Some atrophies exhibit the morphological shapes which portray the shape of a Hummingbird’s head, they are known as ‘hummingbird sign’ or ‘penguin sign’ (Kato et al., 2003). Another morphological atrophies that are usually portrayed are ‘Mickey-Mouse’ and ‘Morning-glory’ (Adachi et al., 2004; Massey et al., 2012). Mostly patients with other atypical parkinsonism exhibit no midbrain atrophy and do not show these radiological signs. Considering the regions of brain especially the areas of mid-brain, its highly apparent that symptomatically the accuracy of identifying PSP-Richardson phenotype from other atypical disorders and normal cohort is always on the higher side (Cosottini et al., 2007; Oba et al., 2005; Zanigni et al., 2016), considering midbrain diameter (Cosottini et al., 2007; Schrag et al., 2000) and volumes (Paviour et al., 2006) and visual assessments. Even though the main approved MRI based estimation utilized in clinical routine with regards to PSP and other atypical parkinsonism’s is the manual morphometric evaluation using traditional MRI, this procedure is tedious, time consuming, efficiency subject to the examiners involvement and is always restricted to limited and specific areas of interest. (Salvatore et al., 2014). Hence, the implementation and execution of programmed automatic classification methods like machine learning techniques and strategies proved to be essential for improving clinical administration of neurological patients.

Machine learning techniques assist doctors by detecting disease growth, propagation, and customizing medicines and treatments to each patient’s needs. The definitive diagnosis, which is defined by certain imaging instruments that aid in determining the subtype of a disease, is often the determining factor in prognosis. However, deciding the best classifier and grouping technique to produce the most accurate and high accuracy result is a major undertaking. Furthermore, it must be remembered that not all characteristics are considered when assessing the disease and its stages of propagation. Deep learning models have always portrayed impressive accuracy in medical based image classification procedures. They can automatically learn relevant features from the data, allowing them to achieve high performance in discriminating between different classes (Lecun et al., 2015). These models could adapt and bring out complex traits automatically from medical images, eliminating the requirement for manual feature engineering. This minimizes the amount of manual labelling and improves the model’s capacity to identify patterns in the data (Lijens et al., 2017). The convolutional neural networks (CNNs) as well as recurrent neural networks (RNNs), have demonstrated exceptional accuracy and sensitivity in identifying and categorizing different types of brain disorders which may include complex patterns in MRI scans, wherein they have implemented residual and simple 3D convolutional neural network architectures, which provided comparable performances by eliminating the feature extraction phases. (Korolev et al., 2017). Automated brain segmentation and localization tasks employ deep learning models, enabling accurate assessment of the structures and areas of the brain. This gives us the ability to quantify brain problems using morphometric characteristics and offers more precise measures for clinical evaluation, similarly in another study (Moeskops et al., 2016) It has been proposed that deep neural networks be used for automated segmentation of MR brain scans into different tissue types. Different imaging sequences are used to acquire MRI brain scans. Improved
diagnosis accuracy results from deep learning models’ ability to manage multi-modal input and integrate information from several sequences. Deep learning models can offer quantitative evaluations of the diseases and brain structures, allowing for specific tracking of the development of a disease over time. Monitoring neurodegenerative illnesses and assessing the efficacy of therapies need this longitudinal approach (Zhu et al., 2018) deep learning algorithms can recognize imaging biomarkers linked to certain neurological diseases. These biomarkers can help with early diagnosis and risk assessment, which may result in patient-specific therapy sessions.

Limited research has examined pattern-based classification with the application machine based and deep neural network-based techniques in PSP related ailments using MR images. Most studies lacked either primary data or identification and classification accuracy. In certain trials, volumetric values of various brain areas were used to detect the disease. (Massey et al., 2013). Even though feature extraction methods differed between studies, most of them used SVM models to define and classify PSP. Some studies introduced “Voxel based morphometry-VBM” (Ashburner & Friston, 2000; Cherubini et al., 2013; Focke et al., 2011) which is a proposed method employed to evaluate the patterns of brain atrophy by making use of the difference in tissue concentration in the brain (Beyer et al., 2006; Burton et al., 2004; Feldmann et al., 2008; Nagano-Saito et al., 2005; Ramírez–Ruiz et al., 2005; Summerfield et al., 2005). Voxel-based morphometric tests on grey and white matter were used in studies (Archer et al., 2019; Cherubini et al., 2013; Mueller et al., 2017; Talai et al., 2019), preceded by SVM classification yielded 80% accuracies. The main constraint with respect to the VBM based approaches were with respect to distinguishing the diseased cohort from the normal cohort, most of the works were dependent on clinical evaluation, the evaluations may have effects on medication and most of the studies had minimal cohort. The pattern recognition methods utilizing this technique helped in evaluating the corresponding volumetric changes in white matter, mid-brain, and gray matter for predicting PSP cases from other atypical disorders and its own phenotypes (Gröschel et al., 2004). In a companion study conducted by Salvatore et al. (2014) an automated supervised machine learning algorithm was developed to classify PSP cases. The algorithm was developed by the combination of PCA (principal component analysis) utilized in extracting the features from the images which then is followed by SVM classifier which yielded a prediction precision in the range of 90%. The developed algorithm emphasized the characterization of atrophy in certain regions of the brain namely pons, callosal commissure, mid-brain, and thalamus. Another research study utilized a multi class probabilistic approach (Marquand et al., 2013) were they attained high precision in the range of 90% but the major drawback was that they considered only SCP atrophy, and the sample size was small. The main limitation with this study was that the cohort was in minimal amount. Another study (Scherfler et al., 2016) followed a volume-based analysis making use of a decision tree algorithm and had a better precision but the major limitation was that the cases considered were only in final phase and the study was focused on a typical age group and for a prescribed period only. In another research (Bhattacharya et al., 2019), texture-based analysis of brain regions was used to detect PSP, preceded by SVM classification. In research (Pyatigorskaya et al., 2019), a region of interest-based approach was used to detect PSP, preceded by a logistic regression model for classification which yielded 85% accuracy. The major limitation to this was that the study relied on clinical gate evaluation scale and the cohort was minimal. Another study (Sarica et al., 2013) proposed a classification based on morphological data using stacking techniques and employed a naive bayes classifier for prediction. The limitation to this study was that the whole accuracy was dependent on additional tests which were to be done based on stacking techniques. In another study (Surova et al., 2015), diffusional parameters diffusivity values and fractional anisotropy were utilized for SVM model classification. The limitation to this study was that it relied on diffusion-based tensor imaging that relied on tractography which in turn would get adversely effected because of medications. A CNN network is established in research (Kiryu et al., 2019) where feature maps are created by convolution filters for the classifying PSP from other ailments.

In recent times, researchers have attempted to reduce the need for, and effort involved in gathering training data. Transfer learning (TL) or domain transfer between task domains is highly desirable among researchers in such cases (Liu et al., 2016). Only when enough labelled training images are available in the database, conventional classification methods work effectively and the distributions of the training as well as the testing sample need to be comparable, according to the main principle of classification learning.

In this study, we have proposed to find a generalized model which provide higher degree of classification accuracies in determining a PSP patient by performing a comparison study among the conventional custom CNN network and the transfer learning models such as DenseNet121, BResNet50, InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0, Xception, MobileNet and InceptionResNetV2 which are fine tuned. Our study made primary contributions in establishing that the fine-tuned transfer learning models provide significant classification accuracies compared to the conventional CNN and other ML techniques.
2. Materials and methods

The work proposed can be divided into two phases, the primary phase includes data acquisition and pre-processing steps, and the secondary phase is to employ the various transfer learning models as well as the conventional CNN model on enhanced images for feature extraction and classification, to find the generalized model based on the efficiency of the employed models. Figure 1 depicts the flowchart highlighting the different steps in proposed work.

2.1. Hardware

To conduct the work, we employed a Windows© system with an Intel© core i7 processor (9750H) with a clock speed of 2.60-GHz having 16GB RAM and a 4GB-NVIDIA© GeForce GTX 1650 graphics card. Python© 3.7.11, Keras© 2.5 with TensorFlow© 2.5 backend.

2.2. Database

The data for our analysis came from the 4RTNI and PPMI databases of the Image & Data Archive (IDA) (Image & Data Archive [IDA], 2021), which is part of the University of South California’s Laboratory of Neuroimaging. Our study dataset included 65 PSP patients and 60 control patients. A neuro specialist doctor again validated the images. The images were acquired in the sagittal plane using the T1 structural MRI image protocol. The data was collected in dcm format, also known as DICOM format, which is the most common image format used in neuroimaging. The image data was split into three groups: training, testing, and validation. They were then divided into two groups: diseased and normal.

2.3. Pre-processing

With the support of python codes, the DICOM format images were converted to JPEG format, and the images were then cropped.

In Figure 2 (B), the T1 weighted sagittal view of midbrain showcases significant atrophy in the case of PSP patient (Jones, 2021). Cropping the images resulted in the region of interest being confined to the midbrain. The midbrain was identified as the region of interest because it experienced the highest atrophy or degeneration because of tau protein deposition, which leads to PSP disease. A specialist doctor validated the ROI. Due to the atrophy in the midbrain region, the midbrain was shaped like a hummingbird. (Shukla et al., 2009). The resulting images were then subjected to image augmentations to improve the database.

The images were then normalized based on intensities and dimensions and were subjected to fuzzy image enhancement. In our study the image is structured using fuzzy partitions, where the partitions are categorized on the image and each partition sub-image is confined to transform differently. Fuzzy partitions are used since the conventional partitions produce block effects at the borders of every sub-image. In our case at first the image is divided into fuzzy windows where every window pixel is confined to membership degree values. The membership degree values are estimated based on the distance between the pixel and the window. Followed by the calculation of mean and variance based on membership degrees. Summation of all fuzzy windows corresponding to their weights is taken to obtain the output enhanced image, where weights are used as membership degree values (Pătraşcu, 2003).

The weighted sum of affine transformation $\psi_{ij}$ based on membership degree $wij$ of each fuzzy window is given by the transform $\Psi_{\text{enh}}$ which gives enhanced fuzzy image.

$$\Psi_{\text{enh}}(f) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{m} w_{ij} \langle \times \rangle \psi_{ij}(f)$$

2.4. Classification pipeline

To find a generalized model a comparative study has been done using many networks. It helped in classifying PSP patient from a normal control patient, starting from the conventional CNN network followed by other efficient transfer learning networks.
2.4.1. CNN custom model

Nowadays, convolutional neural networks are widely used in advanced computer vision based deep learning models. CNN is composed of layers in the structure which explicitly assume that any input they receive is an image. The primary layers of a CNN detect the low-level features of an image, especially the edges thereby providing temporal as well as spatial dependencies of an image. These layers, unlike the traditional feed-forward layers, have a much smaller number of parameters and use a weight updating strategy to reduce computation time.

All layer’s learnable parameters are kernels that extend throughout the convolutional layers. A 2D feature map for the kernel is produced for every convolution over the input dimensions. Therefore, in case “N” filters are employed then the full output of the convolutional layer is formed by piling those ‘N’ activation maps (Albawi et al., 2017). The activation layer is immensely beneficial since it aids in the approximate representation of every nonlinear function. It receives the input from the convolution layers in the form of feature maps. This is followed by pooling layers which reduce spatial complexity and convoluted layer size. The pooling layers are rotational as well as position invariant and thereby helps in extracting prominent features. Both max pooling as well as average pooling layers are used for dimension reduction, but mostly max pooling is employed.

The custom CNN model proposed in our work (Figure 3) is comprised of 6 layers of convolution and batch normalization followed by max pooling. Activation-function employed was relu. The dropout was set at 0.7 for the network after flattening the layer. The activation for the final layer was a sigmoid function to identify whether the output was of a PSP or control patient. The training for the model was conducted using the training cohort. Simultaneously, validation cohort was used to validate each batch of training. Each batch size for the network was set at 32 and the number of epochs were designed to be 100.

The process of training a model from the initial state takes time, to decrease the computation time and complications we employ pretrained models are used and this process of using the pretrained weights and networks is known as transfer learning.

2.4.2. Transfer learning models employed

When the dataset which we propose for training purpose is comparatively small an effective way to achieve a significant accuracy and to reduce the corresponding training time is by deploying a network which has been fine-tuned for a given case after being pre-trained on larger dataset. Here in our work in addition to conventional CNN network we have used other transfer learning models with pretrained weights (Figure 4) such as DenseNet121, ResNet50, InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0, Xception, MobileNet and InceptionResNetV2. The model packages are provided by Keras, and all the models are primarily trained over a huge dataset of over a million images provided by the ImageNet dataset.

2.4.3. Fine tuning of pretrained networks

DenseNet121 model is a CNN in which each layer is linked to all the layers below it, i.e., in a sequential manner, where the primary 1st layer is linked to second and the next corresponding layers. Similarly, the 2nd layer is linked to the 3rd and the next corresponding layers. In comparison to a typical CNN, the DenseNet model needs less parameters. Just 12 filters are used in DenseNet layers, along with some feature maps. The gradient values from the input image as well as the loss function are varied for reducing the computation time since it fetches the input from every previous layer (Huang et al., 2017). The network model had 428 layers; average pooling was employed throughout the network. The network output was designed with sigmoid activation so as yield the output as either PSP or control patient.

The ResNet50 model includes a residual learning system that makes training deeper networks easier. The model architecture is focused on formulating the layers of the framework as adaptive learning residual operations with respect to the input layer rather than unreferenced functions. Even though the residual network is eight times deeper than VGG networks it exhibits a comparatively reduced complexity and high gain accuracy (He et al., 2016). In the proposed work, a new model was generated with Keras and all the layers from ResNet50 base model were incorporated with it. Average pooling was employed and a relu activation function was used.
along with batch normalization within the new model network and the dropout was set between 0.6 to 0.3 across the newly established model. The output coming from the ResNet50 network was then fed to a flattened layer. Like the other networks, the network output I was designed with sigmoid activation so as yield the output as either PSP or control patient. The InceptionV3 model framework enables learning network's depth and width to be increased and provides a constant computational complexity and time. The inception model is primarily trained over a huge dataset of over a million images provided by the ImageNet dataset. The model provides the use of different size kernels on the input image and is composed of a multilevel feature map generator having convolutions from 1x1 to 5x5. The convoluted outputs are fed to the next layers by stacking them corresponding to the outputs along channel dimensions (Szegedy et al., 2016). InceptionV3 has a depth of 159 layers. In the case of InceptionV3 network also a new model was generated with Keras and all the layers from InceptionV3 base model were incorporated with it. Like the fine tuning in Resnet50 the same parameters as well as the procedure were employed.

The 16 in VGG16 signifies the number of layers having weights. VGG16 model does not rely on hyperparameter they are concentrated on having 3x3-convolution layers with a stride 1 of the same padding and max pooling layer of 2x2-kernel with a stride of 2. Throughout the design framework of the model, the convolution and max pooling layers are arranged in a unique way till the final two fully connected layers have a softmax activation function at the output layer (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). The fine tuning of VGG16 network was also done in a similar procedure as that of InceptionV3 and Resnet50 networks.

The EfficientNetB0 model proposes a no-scaling approach for scaling up CNNs in a more organized manner, based on a basic yet highly effective coefficient. Unlike traditional methods, which scale network dimensions like depth, width, and resolution arbitrarily, the EfficientNetB0 model with the help of fixed coefficients scales each dimension uniformly and therefore in comparison with the existing ConvNets they exhibit higher efficiency and accuracies (Tan & Le, 2021). The fine tuning of EfficientNetB0 network was also done in the similar procedure as that of InceptionV3, VGG16 and Resnet50 networks.

With 126 layers, Xception is one of finest optimized image classifiers in Keras. The Xception model is built on the presumption that the spatial correlation is entirely separate from the association among the input channels. Primarily, Xception framework model enhances the inception model by substituting depth wise independent convolution for regular convolution. It consists of a layered stack having residual connections. On the ImageNet dataset, Xception performs marginally better than InceptionV3 marginally, and significantly outperformed InceptionV3 on a larger dataset considering the same parameters (Chollet, 2017). The fine tuning of Xception network was also done in a similar procedure as that of InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0 and Resnet50 networks.

MobileNet framework is a simplified model that makes use of deep convoluted networks to develop a light weighted deep convoluted network. The depth wise convolution in MobileNets uses a single filter to every input channel. It is followed by the integration of deep convolutions outputs using 1x1 kernel convolution which leads way to developing a new set of output. This output is then divided into two separable layers, one used for filtering and the other for combining. Thereby reducing the complexity drastically. MobileNet model is used for mobile applications (Howard et al., 2017). The fine tuning of MobileNet network was also done in a similar procedure as that of InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0, Xception and Resnet50 networks.

InceptionResNetV2 model is established by incorporating the Inception framework with the residual connections. The network model weights are pretrained utilizing the ImageNet data. The various features are learned and extracted through the 164 layers of the network. The output is provided in the form of probabilities of different classes (Szegedy et al., 2017). The fine tuning of network was also done in a similar procedure as that of InceptionV3, VGG16, MobileNet, EfficientNetB0, Xception and Resnet50 networks.

Figure 4. Overview of fine tuning of some of the pretrained networks employed in the proposed work.
2.4.4. Parameter evaluation

The parameters such as accuracy, precision, f measure, sensitivity (recall), and specificity justify system’s efficiency, and are treated as some of the most important parameters.

Eq. (2-6) gives the mathematical expression for essential parameters.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN} \\
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \\
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN+FP} \\
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \\
\text{F1 score} = \frac{2TP}{2TP+FP+FN}
\]

Where, TN - true negative, FP - false positive, TP -true positive and FN - false negative.

Then, for each model, ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves and their respective AUC (area under curve) values are computed.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Pre-processing results

The dataset as explained has been converted from DCM format to JPEG to reduce computational complexities and is then cropped as per the region of interest with the help of a specialist doctor. The dimensions of the input image fed into the networks are of 165 pixels width and 110 pixels height and all the images are of only one-color channel. The maximum value for pixel image generated is 170.0000 and minimum is 0.0000. Standard deviation (SD) as well as the mean of the pixels is calculated, they were 24.3510 and 43.0974, respectively. Figure 5 depicts the image as well as the distribution graph.

The input images are modified before they are subjected to training phase to make the images more suitable for training a CNN. Images are then Fuzzy enhanced and normalized (Figure 6) and are subjected to further pre-processing steps (Figure 8). To perform data pre-processing and data augmentation, Keras ImageDataGenerator function is employed. Basic data augmentation, such as horizontal image flipping, rotation, zooming etc is done by the class. Generator is used to convert each image batch’s values in such a way that the standard deviation was given a value 1 and the mean of the pixels were given a value 0 to facilitate standardization of input image distribution.
The transfer learning models such as DenseNet121, ResNet50, InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0, Xception, MobileNet and InceptionResNetV2 were then employed on the data. All the model packages were downloaded from Keras and the pretrained weights were downloaded from ImageNet. After making the subsequent changes by fine tuning as described in the architecture the models are established. Following a batch size of 32 for training and validation, all models were trained for 100 iterations.

All the transfer learning networks showed significantly higher accuracies compared to the conventional CNN. Among the networks the InceptionResNetV2 framework showcased the highest accuracy. Most of the fine-tuned transfer learning networks showed an accuracy of more than 80% except the EfficientNetB0 network. The DenseNet121, ResNet50, InceptionV3, VGG16 and Xception networks highlighted an accuracy between 80 to 94%. VGG16 and DenseNet121 displayed a similar 92.7% accuracy.

InceptionResNetV2 displayed the highest accuracy with 95% with a specificity of 100. The outputs of all networks were validated by the help of a specialist doctor. The graphs shown in Figure 9, showcases the evolution of accuracy of all the deep learning networks used in this study. The Table 1 provides the description of the performance metrics of the respective models used in this Study.

Figure 10 represents ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves and their respective AUC (Area Under Curve) values of Custom CNN framework, DenseNet121, ResNet50, InceptionV3, VGG16, EfficientNetB0, Xception, MobileNet and InceptionResNetV2. The graph showcased in Figure 11 depicts the Parameter analysis chart regarding the obtained accuracies, sensitivity, F1 score, precision and specificity of the networks considered in this study at the end of 100 iterations.

Table 1. Accuracies, precision, sensitivity F1 score and specificity of the respective models employed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Architecture</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Sensitivity/Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom CNN</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InceptionV3</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNetB0</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xception</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InceptionResNetV2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9. Graphs depicting the evolution of accuracy of; (A) custom CNN framework, (B) DenseNet121, (C) ResNet50, (D) InceptionV3, (E) VGG16, (F) EfficientNetB0, (G) Xception, (H) MobileNet and (I) InceptionResNetV2.

Figure 10. ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves and their respective AUC (area under curve) values of; (A) custom CNN framework, (B) DenseNet121, (C) ResNet50, (D) InceptionV3, (E) VGG16, (F) EfficientNetB0, (G) Xception, (H) MobileNet and (I) InceptionResNetV2.
4. Conclusions

The study’s key finding was that the fine-tuned transfer learning-based CNN models outperformed the conventional CNN model showing significant outputs in detecting and identifying PSP patients from control patients. Contradictory to the traditional machine learning methods which relied on handcrafted and manually labelled features from the image as well as the developer’s expertise, transfer learning models where comparatively much easier to deploy. Also transfer learning approaches address the issues that are raised due to the scarcity of labelled data. The results stated that the InceptionResNetV2 transfer learning framework model achieved an accuracy of 95% precision of 100%, sensitivity of 92.8%, F1 score of 96.2% and a specificity of 100% which is significantly higher compared to other models considered in our study and therefore InceptionResNetV2 model can be treated as the generalized model in the classification of PSP patients from control patients. The results were validated with the help of a specialist doctor. The findings of this study open new possibilities for using transfer learning in conjunction with enhanced neuroimages for the automated early prediction and diagnosis of progressive supranuclear palsy, even if the system is pre-trained on images of any dataset. We are also planning to implement an autonomous hyperparameter optimizing framework with enhanced pre-processing techniques along with some state-of-the-art ensemble methods as a continuation to this work.
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